
NEST CASA Celebrates Women’s History
Month With Its Founder Sara Colombo

An incredible journey that inspires women of today and tomorrow

NEST CASA is celebrating Women’s History Month with a nod to its founder Sara Colombo,

sharing her inspiring journey of exquisite tastes and business acumen.

Sara Colombo made her mark internationally as a successful model, who traveled the world and

ruled the runways. Her travels also allowed her the opportunity to develop a refined taste in

interiors and accessories. As she made her homes in Paris and London, she became closely

acquainted with the aesthetics and workmanship of beautiful European interiors, furnishing, and

décor.

It would later become the inspiration for her home with husband and developer Ugo Colombo

and of course NEST CASA, which became the go-to name for interior designers and homeowners

alike. The brand has become one of a kind design leader in the business that is known for its

unique upholstery, custom finishes, custom sizes, and delivering on the promise of

individualized requests of its customers.

NEST CASA - Sara Colombo

Sara Colombo has set the bar high for the interiors industry with her unique and stunning

masterpieces that have become must-haves with homeowners today. Meanwhile, she currently

serves as the Chair of the Board of Trustees at the Cushman School in Miami. She has also

played an active role with Best Buddies International for a few years now and has added many

feathers to her illustrious cap.

Her NEST CASA has become the premier source of stunning European home décor and

accessories that are exquisitely crafted. Its highly curated items are made in Italy, South America,

Belgium, etc., and spell luxury for clients’ homes. Some of the options available in the collection

include Baobab Candles which have made their mark with people around the world. They are

encased in hand-blown containers and decorated with unique patterns.

Packed with rich notes of scents and colors, these candles transport people to Africa with their

authenticity and attention to detail. There are many such gorgeous items in store for customers

who want to raise the bar with the interiors of their homes. Every small detail and touch to a

home can make a world of difference to its overall look. And the design leader has it all covered

for its clients around the world.

Its collection includes the Hermes Blanket, which is no less than a work of art. Bringing the

quality of one of the most cherished design brands, the blanket along with the Hermes Throw,

are quite simply luxury redefined. And that’s something one can say about Sara Colombo as well.

With her nuanced eye for European craftsmanship, décor, furnishings, and other unique design

items, she has redefined luxury for interiors, raised the bar, and has paved the way for others to



follow.

About NEST CASA

The brainchild of successful model and entrepreneur Sara Colombo, NEST CASA is the premier

source for extraordinary and high-quality European decor for interior designers and the home.

Their curated selection of luxury items is found nowhere else.
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